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Publications:

  
Quality Assessment of Compressed Video for Automatic License Plate Recognition.
Definition of video quality requirements for video surveillance poses new questions in the area of quality assessment. This
paper presents a quality assessment experiment for an automatic license plate recognition scenario. We explore the
influence of the compression by H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC standards on the recognition performance. We compare
logarithmic and logistic functions for quality modeling. Our results show that a logistic function can better describe the
dependence of recognition performance on the quality for both compression standards. We observe that automatic license
plate recognition in our study has a behavior similar to human recognition, allowing the use of the same mathematical
models. We furthermore propose an application of one of the models for video surveillance systems
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Frame Rate versus Spatial Quality: Which Video Characteristics Do Matter?
Several studies have shown that the relationship between perceived video quality and frame rate is dependent on the
video content. In this paper, we have analyzed the content characteristics and compared them against the subjective
results derived from preference decisions between different spatial and temporal quality levels. We also propose simple
yet powerful metrics for characterizing spatial and temporal properties of a video sequence, and demonstrate how these
metrics can be applied for evaluating the relative impact of spatial and temporal quality on the perceived overall quality.
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Game-Theoretic Rate-Distortion-Complexity Optimization of High Efficiency Video Coding
This paper presents an algorithm for rate-distortioncomplexity optimization for the emerging High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) standard, whose high computational requirements urge the need for low-complexity optimization algorithms.
Optimization approaches need to specify different complexity profiles in order to tailor the computational load to the
different hardware and power-supply resources of devices. In this work, we focus on optimizing the quantization parameter
and partition depth in HEVC via a game-theoretic approach. The proposed rate control strategy alone provides 0.2 dB
improvement compared to the approach implemented in HEVC reference software, while rate-distortion-complexity
optimization allows very accurate complexity control providing at the same time rate-distortion performance close to the
optimal one.
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Texture side information generation for distributed coding of video-plus-depth
We consider distributed video coding in a monoview video-plus-depth scenario, aiming at coding textures jointly with their
corresponding depth stream. Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a video coding paradigm in which the complexity is shifted
from the encoder to the decoder. The Side Information (SI) generation is an important element of the decoder, since the SI
is the estimation of the to-be-decoded frame. Depth maps enable the calculation of the distance of an object from the
camera. The motion between depth frames and their corresponding texture frames (luminance and chrominance
components) is strongly correlated, so the additional depth information may be used to generate more accurate SI for the
texture stream, increasing the efficiency of the system. In this paper we propose various methods for accurate texture SI
generation, comparing them with other state-of-the-art solutions. The proposed system achieves gains on the reference
decoder up to 1.49 dB.
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Objective assessment of the impact of frame rate on video quality
In this paper, we present a novel objective quality metric that takes the impact of frame rate into account. The proposed
metric uses PSNR, frame rate and a content dependent parameter that can easily be obtained from spatial and temporal
activity indices. The results have been validated on data from a subjective quality study, where the test subjects have
been choosing the preferred path from the lowest quality to the best quality, at each step making a choice in favor of
higher frame rate or lower distortion. A comparison with other relevant objective metrics shows that the proposed metric
on average provides a more precise correlation with the subjective results.
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Power consumption analysis of constant bit rate video transmission over 3G networks
This paper presents an analysis of the power consumption of video data transmission with constant bit rate over 3G
mobile wireless networks. The work includes the description of the radio resource control transition state machine in 3G
networks, followed by a detailed power consumption analysis and measurements of the radio link power consumption.
Based on this description and analysis, we propose our power consumption model. The power model was evaluated on a
smartphone Nokia N900, which follows 3GPP Release 5 and 6 supporting HSDPA/HSUPA data bearers. We also propose
a method for parameter selection for the 3GPP transition state machine that allows to decrease power consumption on a
mobile device taking signaling traffic, buffer size and latency restrictions into account. Furthermore, we discuss the gain in
power consumption vs. PSNR for transmitted video and show the possibility of performing power consumption
management based on the requirements for the video quality.
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Resource-Constrained Low-Complexity Video Coding for Wireless Transmission
Constrained resources like memory, power, bandwidth and delay requirements in many mobile systems pose limitations
for video applications. Standard approaches for video compression and transmission do not always satisfy system
requirements. In this thesis we have shown that it is possible to modify and optimize conventional algorithms in order to
convert them into low-complexity solutions and satisfy system constraints. 
We have studied low-complexity approaches for video compression without motion estimation. We have proposed
scalable (progressive) solutions for video compression with low memory consumption based on image coding standards.
Scalability aspects were studied for distributed video coding as well. We have compared temporal scalability for distributed
and scalable video coding and provided recommendations for the choice of one of these solutions based on the system



requirements. Another comparison regarded power consumption for distributed video coding and H.264/AVC standard.
We also proposed a scalable-to-lossless extension of transform domain Wyner-Ziv codec that allows bit savings compared
to lossless coding by standard algorithms. Scalability aspects were also studied in perspective of video quality. We
proposed a new metric for objective quality assessment that considers frame rate.  
As many applications deal with wireless video transmission, we performed an analysis of compression and transmission
systems with a focus on power-distortion trade-off. We proposed an approach for ratedistortion-complexity optimization of
upcoming video compression standard HEVC. We also provided a new method allowing decrease of power consumption
on mobile devices in 3G networks. Finally, we proposed low-delay and low-power approaches for video transmission over
wireless personal area networks, including 60GHz fiber-wireless link. 
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Extending JPEG-LS for low-complexity scalable video coding
JPEG-LS, the well-known international standard for lossless and near-lossless image compression, was originally
designed for non-scalable applications. In this paper we propose a scalable modification of JPEG-LS and compare it with
the leading image and video coding standards JPEG2000 and H.264/SVC intra for low-complexity constraints of some
wireless video applications including graphics.
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Optimization of high-definition video coding and hybrid fiber-wireless transmission in the 60 GHz band
We demonstrate that, by jointly optimizing video coding and radio-over-fibre transmission, we extend the reach of 60-GHz
wireless distribution of high-quality high-definition video satisfying low complexity and low delay constraints, while
preserving superb video quality.
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Optimization of high-definition video coding and hybrid fiber-wireless transmission in the 60 GHz band
The paper addresses the problem of distribution of highdefinition video over fiber-wireless networks. The physical layer
architecture with the low complexity envelope detection solution is investigated. We present both experimental studies and
simulation of high quality high-definition compressed video transmission over 60 GHz fiberwireless link. Using advanced
video coding we satisfy low complexity and low delay constraints, meanwhile preserving the superb video quality after
significantly extended wireless distance. © 2011 Optical Society of America.
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Power consumption analysis of constant bit rate data transmission over 3G mobile wireless networks
This paper presents the analysis of the power consumption of data transmission with constant bit rate over 3G mobile
wireless networks. Our work includes the description of the transition state machine in 3G networks, followed by the
detailed energy consumption analysis and measurement results of the radio link power consumption. Based on these
description and analysis, we propose power consumption model. The power model was evaluated on the smartphone
Nokia N900, which follows a 3GPP Release 5 and 6 supporting HSDPA/HSPA data bearers. Further we propose method
of parameters selection for 3GPP transition state machine that allows to decrease power consumption on the mobile
device.
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Comparative analysis of equalization methods for SC-FDMA
In this paper we introduce comparative analysis for different types of equalization schemes, based on the minimum mean
square error (MMSE) optimization. The following types of equalizers were compared: linear equalization, decision
feedback equalization (DFE) and turbo equalization. Performance and complexity of these schemes were tested for Single
Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) system with Single Input Single Output (SISO) antenna
configuration. SC-FDMA is a common technique, which is used in the UTRA LTE Uplink, so the results of complexity and
performance analysis could be applied to find the appropriate equalization algorithm to be used in the Uplink channel of
the LTE – the famous standard in 4G telecommunications. Simulation results in the end in this paper show bit error ratio
(BER) and modulation error ratio (MER) for compared schemes.
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Encoder power consumption comparison of Distributed Video Codec and H.264/AVC in low-complexity mode
This paper presents a power consumption comparison of a novel approach to video compression based on distributed
video coding (DVC) and widely used video compression based on H.264/AVC standard. We have used a low-complexity
configuration for H.264/AVC codec. It is well-known that motion estimation (ME) and CABAC entropy coder consume
much power so we eliminate ME from the codec and use CAVLC instead of CABAC. Some investigations show that low-
complexity DVC outperforms other algorithms in terms of encoder side energy consumption . However, estimations of
power consumption for H.264/AVC and DVC stated in this paper show that for current implementations of DVC these
statements could be disputed from a power consumption/compression efficiency point of view when comparing to
compression algorithms based on differential frame coding (with zero search radius for ME).
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Low-complexity JPEG-based progressive video codec for wireless video transmission
This paper discusses the question of video codec enhancement for wireless video transmission of high definition video
data taking into account constraints on memory and complexity. Starting from parameter adjustment for JPEG2000
compression algorithm used for wireless transmission and achieving the best possible results by tuning settings, this work
proceeds to develop a low-complexity progressive codec based on JPEG, which is compared to the tuned JPEG2000.
Comparison to H.264/SVC for this codec is also given. As the results show, our simple solution on low rates can compete
with JPEG2000 and H.264/SVC for specific video content.
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Low-latency video transmission over high-speed WPANs based on low-power video compression
This paper presents latency-constrained video transmission over high-speed wireless personal area networks (WPANs).
Low-power video compression is proposed as an alternative to uncompressed video transmission. A video source rate
control based on MINMAX quality criteria is introduced. Practical results for video encoder based on H.264/AVC standard
are also given.
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Maximizing entropy of image models for 2-D constrained coding
This paper considers estimating and maximizing the entropy of two-dimensional (2-D) fields with application to 2-D
constrained coding. We consider Markov random fields (MRF), which have a non-causal description, and the special case
of Pickard random fields (PRF). The PRF are 2-D causal finite context models, which define stationary probability
distributions on finite rectangles and thus allow for calculation of the entropy. We consider two binary constraints and
revisit the hard square constraint given by forbidding neighboring 1s and provide novel results for the constraint that no
uniform 2 £ 2 squares contains all 0s or all 1s. The maximum values of the entropy for the constraints are estimated and
binary PRF satisfying the constraint are characterized and optimized w.r.t. the entropy. The maximum binary PRF entropy
is 0.839 bits/symbol for the no uniform squares constraint. The entropy of the Markov random field defined by the 2-D
constraint is estimated to be (upper bounded by) 0.8570 bits/symbol using the iterative technique of Belief Propagation on
2 £ 2 finite lattices. Based on combinatorial bounding techniques the maximum entropy for the constraint was determined
to be 0.848.
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Scalable-to-lossless transform domain distributed video coding
Distributed video coding (DVC) is a novel approach providing new features as low complexity encoding by mainly
exploiting the source statistics at the decoder based on the availability of decoder side information. In this paper, scalable-
tolossless DVC is presented based on extending a lossy TransformDomain Wyner-Ziv (TDWZ) distributed video codec
with feedback.The lossless coding is obtained by using a reversible integer DCT.Experimental results show that the
performance of the proposed scalable-to-lossless TDWZ video codec can outperform alternatives based on the JPEG
2000 standard. The TDWZ codec provides frame by frame encoding. Comparing the lossless coding efficiency, the
proposed scalable-to-lossless TDWZ video codec can save up to 5%-13% bits compared to JPEG LS and H.264 Intra
frame lossless coding and do so as a scalable-to-lossless coding.
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Building Strategic Partnership between Industrial and Academic Research: Finnish-Russian University Cooperation in
Telecommunications (FRUCT) program
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MINMAX Rate control in near-lossless video encoders for real-time data transmission
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Power saving control for the mobile DVB-H receivers based on H.264/SVC standard
This paper discusses the utilization of scalable extension of H.264/AVC standard in digital video broadcasting for handheld
devices. In this area the problem of mobile receiver power consumption is critically important. This paper amplifies the
well-known idea of the time-slicing and allows the receiver to control the trade-off between video quality and power saving
in the receiver depending on the priorities.
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Temporal scalability comparison of the H.264/SVC and distributed video codec
The problem of the multimedia scalable video streaming is a current topic of interest. There exist many methods for
scalable video coding. This paper is focused on the scalable extension of H.264/AVC (H.264/SVC) and distributed video
coding (DVC). The paper presents an efficiency comparison of SVC and DVC having reduced encoder complexity.
Moreover, temporal scalability is described for these two algorithms, and it is analyzed and compared.
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Adaptive power saving on the receiver side in digital video broadcasting systems based on progressive video codecs
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Optimal segment size for transmission in Multi-hop system
In this paper two schemes of the ARQ are presented: end-to-end and multi-hop ARQ. For the second ARQ scheme the
question of the additional segmentation in hops is considered.. For the multi-hop ARQ scheme it is shown how to choose
the optimal segment size in the case of limited and unlimited buffer. Also considered how the delay influences the optimal



segment size.
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Rate-control algorithms testing by using video source model
In this paper the method of rate control algorithms testing by the use of video source model is suggested. The proposed
method allows to significantly improve algorithms testing over the big test set. 
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Rate-distortion control in wavelet-based video compression systems with memory restriction
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